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Brief and objectives: 
Ahead of the opening of a Dinosaur Babies exhibition, National Museum Cardiff coordinated 
a teaser campaign whereby installations appeared in Cardiff’s city centre – a broken shop 
window, dinosaur poo and footprints to name a few – hinting to the public that a dinosaur 
was on the loose in the city. Our brief was to deliver a targeted social media and digital 
campaign on behalf of National Museum Cardiff that would engage, entertain and excite 
families, tourists, historians, social influencers, stakeholders and local people.  
We used the milestone installation dates as our key social media hooks. 
 
Objectives 
 

1. Drive target audience to https://museum.wales/cardiff/, specifically generating a 9% 
year on year increase in website views between May to November 

2. To sell over 300 exhibition tickets per day for first five days (this was a paid exhibition 
in what is a usually a free Museum) 

3. To achieve 25% more web page views than the previous year's paid-for exhibition 
Treasures Adventures in Archaeology which received 3,888 per month 

4. To introduce a new social media platform to the Museum for the campaign. 
 

Rationale behind campaign, including research and planning: 
With our appointment to the campaign just over two weeks before the launch of the 
exhibition, we were aware careful planning would be fundamental to such a short, sharp 
campaign. We adopted a three-phase campaign approach. 
 

 Phase one: creating a suitable hashtag, researching and briefing key Cardiff and 
family-based social influencers so they were poised for the upcoming teaser 
campaign 

 Phase two: implementing the teaser campaign 

 Phase three: managing the launch event and maintaining momentum with blogger 
engagement. 

 
With the aim of selling over 300 tickets per day of the exhibition, we knew this would be 
attainable with an engaging social campaign. From the outset we were aware the tone of the 
campaign was unlike anything National Museum Cardiff had done before and as a result we 
were able to create playful, creative content that got people talking about 
#DinoOnTheLoose. 



 

Strategy and tactics, including the types and variety of social media utilised, 
creativity and innovation: 
Rather than just using social media to ‘show and tell’ the events, our strategy was to create 
an imagined world around the installations to really engage audiences in the story. For 10 
days we took audiences away from Cardiff and to a world where a very real dinosaur might 
just be on the loose. 
 
At the heart of this was: 
 
The Daily Draco Newspaper 
We designed eight prehistoric bilingual newspapers called The Daily Draco, named in 
honour of dracoraptor, the Welsh dinosaur discovered in 2016. The newspaper tracked the 
real story of the strange happenings going on around the city, reporting at regular intervals 
as new twists and turns occurred. The posts were shared at key times of day on Twitter and 
Facebook using #DinoOnTheLoose. 
 
Post 1: New statue of Welsh Dinofather unveiled (statue placed on Queen St) 
Post 2: What’s eating Thomas H Thomas? Cardiff wakes to a severed statue (statue 
damaged overnight) 
Post 3: Pooey! Poop pile a health hazard says Museum (large model of dinosaur poo placed 
next to statue) 
Post 4: Smashie and not nicey! We thought this behaviour was extinct says Cardiff locals 
(shop windows on Queen St ‘smashed’) 
Post 5: ‘We dino know what’s going on’ admits Museum 
Post 6: Footprints found! Museum urges public to tread lightly (dinosaur footprints moulded 
into grass outside Museum) 
Post 7: Ripping yarn! Dino mischief? If you think you saur them, come forward says Museum 
(exhibition banner ripped) 
Post 8: Dino’s a family man – come say hi to his babies says Museum 
 
The Daily Draco Video News Reports 
Four short videos in the style of a news report that summarised everything that had occurred 
in the city centre on that day, whether it was the arrival of a big pile of dinosaur poo or huge 
footprints outside the Museum. The videos allowed us to show how engaged the public were 
in the campaign from its first day. We created one final video which compiled footage from 
the week telling the full story, which was issued on the launch day of the exhibition, again 
using #DinoOnTheLoose. 
 
Snapchat Filter 
A bespoke filter designed to incorporate the Dinosaur Babies and National Museum Cardiff 
brand, which ran on Snapchat throughout the day of the Dinosaur Babies launch over the 
Museum’s location giving visitors another way to engage with the campaign. With the rise of 
Snapchat’s popularity with a younger audience, we felt this was a very cost effective way 
(the implementation of the filter cost approx. £40) of introducing a brand new social platform 
to the Museum, targeting new audiences while doing so. 
 
Blogger engagement 
To ensure that the momentum of the Dinosaur Babies launch campaign continued once the 
exhibition had opened to the public, we invited key local family bloggers to the launch to 
experience what the exhibition had to offer and share their stories on their blog and social 
channels. The tactic allowed for us to guarantee a steady stream of blog coverage appearing 
online following the launch, creating shareable content for social and continuing to spread 
the word about the Dinosaur Babies exhibition. 



 

Implementation of tactics: 
Thursday 18th May - 
1x Daily Draco bilingual newspaper post. 
1x Daily Draco video 
Saturday 20th May- 
3x Daily Draco bilingual newspaper post. 
1x Daily Draco video 
Sunday 21st May - 
1x Daily Draco bilingual newspaper post 
Wednesday 24th May- 
1x Daily Draco bilingual newspaper post. 
1x Daily Draco video 
Friday 26th May - 
1x Daily Draco bilingual newspaper post 
Saturday 27th May- 
1x Daily Draco bilingual newspaper post. 
1x longer length Daily Draco video summarising entire teaser campaign. 
Snapchat geo-filter, running 8am-5pm, over the Museum location. 
Inviting key family bloggers and their children to the launch of the exhibition to share on their 
social channels and blog. 
 

Measurement and evaluation: 
Objective 1: Drive target audience to website, specifically generating a 9% year on year 
increase in website views between May to November 
Outcome: Generated a 39.3% increase in traffic to the website in the teaser campaign alone 
(18th-27th May) 
 
Objective 2: To sell over 300 exhibition tickets per day 
Outcome: 113% increase in ticket sales target – selling 3207 in first five days 
 
Objective 3: To achieve 25% more web page views than the previous year's paid-for 
exhibition (Treasures Adventures in Archaeology which showcased Indiana Jones props) 
Outcome: The Dinosaur Babies exhibition web page saw 10,300 views in month 1 
 
Objective 4: To introduce a new social media platform to the Museum for the campaign 
Outcome: Developed a Snapchat filter for the exhibition launch day resulting in 1360 views. 

 

Budget and cost effectiveness: 
Agency fee: £5,000 
Which included: 
Snapchat filter: £44.57 (1360 views = 3p per view) 
4 x video: £1600. 

 


